Rationale The high prevalence of smoking and low cessation rates among individuals with schizophrenia and similar conditions are not well understood. Behavioral economics has been extensively applied to studying addictive behavior and may contribute to understanding smoking in this subpopulation. Objectives This study compared smokers with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (SS) and control smokers (CS) on indices of cigarette demand and delayed reward discounting, a behavioral economic index of impulsivity. Materials and methods The SS (n=25) and CS (n=24) groups participated in two sessions approximately 1 week apart. During the first session, delay discounting was assessed using the Monetary Choice Questionnaire. During the second session, participants smoked their usual brand ad libitum through a smoking topography assessment device, after which cigarette demand was assessed using a cigarette purchase task. Primary comparisons were of the hyperbolic discounting function, k, and indices of cigarette demand. Results Compared to the CS group, the SS group exhibited significantly higher intensity of demand, and significantly greater consumption and expenditure across the inelastic portion of the demand curve, but no differences were evident on the other demand indices. No differences were evident for delay discounting. The SS group also exhibited heavier smoking topography and two indices of smoking topography were significantly correlated with demand. Conclusions These results provide further evidence of higher incentive value of cigarettes among SS individuals, but not greater impulsivity, as measured by discounting. Considerations include potentially important methodological factors and the role of satiation/withdrawal.
The prevalence of cigarette smoking is disproportionately high among people with schizophrenia, due to both unusually high rates of smoking initiation and low rates of smoking cessation (de Leon and Diaz 2005; Hughes et al. 1986; Lasser et al. 2000) . In addition, smokers with schizophrenia tend to smoke more cigarettes per day, smoke more intensely, and have higher serum nicotine and cotinine levels than other smokers (de Leon and Diaz 2005; Olincy et al. 1997; Tidey et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2005) . The reasons for the markedly high smoking prevalence and degree of nicotine dependence among people with schizophrenia are not well understood but likely involve both environmental and biological factors. For example, people with schizophrenia tend to be inactive, unemployed, and to live with other smokers (Granholm et al. 2008; Roick et al. 2007) , which are significant environmental risk factors for smoking (Cummings et al. 2009; Shiffman et al. 2004) . Nicotine also appears to alleviate some schizophrenia symptoms, cognitive functioning deficits, and side effects of antipsychotic medications (for reviews, see Kumari and Postma 2005; Mobascher and Winterer 2008) , suggesting that these beneficial effects may reinforce smoking behavior. Further-more, abnormalities in dopamine neurotransmission associated with schizophrenia may sensitize these patients to the positively reinforcing effects of nicotine and other drugs (Chambers et al. 2001) . Finally, smoking persistence in schizophrenia may be related to poor executive or other cognitive functioning in this population (O'Grada and Dinan 2007) , which may undermine the extent to which smokers with schizophrenia can inhibit their impulses to smoke.
The field of behavioral economics has been extensively applied to understanding addictive behavior (Bickel et al. 2011; Vuchinich and Heather 2003) and has the potential to add insights into the reasons underlying smoking persistence in people with schizophrenia. As it is applied to addiction, behavioral economics is a hybrid of basic operant theory and microeconomics (Bickel et al. 2011; Vuchinich and Heather 2003) . Of particular relevance are two experimental assays of motivation that may contribute to understanding smoking in individuals with schizophrenia: behavioral economic demand curve analysis and delayed reward discounting.
In addiction research, demand curve analysis refers to the examination of drug consumption under escalating conditions of financial or response cost and indicates the amount of money or effort that a person is willing to spend to obtain the drug. Demand curves, which can be generated via progressive ratio operant schedules (e.g., Johnson and Bickel 2003) or via self-report purchase tasks using monetary costs (e.g., Jacobs and Bickel 1999; MacKillop et al. 2008) , yield several topographical features that reflect different dimensions of the relative value of cigarettes. These include intensity of demand (i.e., consumption at minimal price), O max (i.e., maximum expenditure on cigarettes), elasticity (i.e., price sensitivity), P max (i.e., the price at which demand becomes proportionately sensitive to escalating prices [i.e., elastic], which corresponds with the price at which O max is reached), and breakpoint (i.e., price that suppresses consumption to zero). Demand curve analysis has been used extensively in both basic and clinical addiction research to characterize drug motivation (e.g., Christensen et al. 2008; Greenwald and Hursh 2006; MacKillop et al. 2010; Winger et al. 2007 ). Only one study has conducted demand curve analyses in smokers with schizophrenia (Tidey et al. 1999) . That study investigated choices between cigarette puffs and a monetary reinforcer across a range of response requirements and found that the response of smokers with schizophrenia were similar to those of non-psychiatric smokers who had been studied previously under identical conditions (Bickel et al. 1995) . However, the Tidey et al. (1999) study did not include a concurrent control group. On the other hand, a study that used a related methodology to compare hypothetical dichotomous choices between smoking and a variety of alternative reinforcers in smokers with schizophrenia, smokers with major depression, and smokers without psychiatric illness found that the two psychiatric groups chose smoking over the other reinforcers about twice as frequently as the non-psychiatric smokers (Spring et al. 2003) . Thus, it is unclear whether smokers with schizophrenia over-value smoking compared to smokers without psychiatric illness.
Delayed reward discounting refers to the analysis of the rate at which the value of a reward is discounted as it is delayed in time. It is considered a behavioral economic index of impulsivity and has been studied extensively in relation to drug addiction, including nicotine dependence. Individuals with excessive drug use or a substance use disorder have consistently been found to discount delayed monetary or drug rewards at a higher rate than controls, characteristic of more impulsive discounting (Bickel and Marsch 2001; Perry and Carroll 2008) . In smoking research, smokers discount delayed rewards more steeply than non-smokers (Baker et al. 2003; Bickel et al. 1999) . A recent study found that individuals with schizophrenia in general (i.e., not specifically smokers) discounted delayed monetary rewards more steeply than non-psychiatric controls (Heery et al. 2007 ). However, discounting has not been previously compared in smokers with and without schizophrenia.
In this study, we compared cigarette demand and delayed reward discounting in a group of smokers with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (SS) and control smokers (CS). Cigarette demand was assessed using a cigarette purchase task, which assessed estimated cigarette consumption from zero cost to very high prices, and delayed reward discounting was assessed as preferences for smaller immediate amounts of money compared to larger delayed amounts for two magnitudes of rewards. Based on the findings of Spring et al. (2003) , we predicted that the SS group would exhibit greater cigarette demand than the CS group, but specific predictions were not made with regard to which demand curve indices would be most sensitive. Based on higher nicotine dependence associated with schizophrenia and on the findings of Heery et al. (2007) , we predicted that the SS group would exhibit more impulsive delayed reward discounting than the CS group, but no prediction was made with regard to specific reward magnitudes. In addition, because individuals with schizophrenia exhibit a heavier smoking topography (e.g., Tidey et al. 2005 Tidey et al. , 2008 and no previous studies have examined topography in relation to either discounting or demand, we examined smoking topography between the two groups and in relation to the behavioral economic variables for exploratory purposes.
Method

Participants
Participants were required to be 18 or older, to have smoked 20-50 cigarettes per day for at least the past year, and to have Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND; Heatherton et al. 1991 ) scores of at least six. The FTND has good internal consistency and acceptable test-retest reliability in SS (Weinberger et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2003) . The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First et al. 1995) was used to confirm diagnoses of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder in SS and to rule out current Axis I disorders in CS. Participants were excluded for severe conceptual disorganization, disorientation or uncooperativeness, lack of competence to sign the informed consent, positive urine drug or pregnancy tests, positive breath alcohol at any visit, or use of medications that might affect smoking behavior or urges. Other medications were permitted as long as doses had been stable for at least 2 weeks.
Procedure
Participants were recruited from the community for a larger multi-session study of novel strategies for treating nicotine dependence in individuals with schizophrenia. The data for the current study were collected during the first two sessions, during which participants were not taking any medications and were not abstinent from smoking. During the first session, participants underwent informed consent, an individual differences assessment, including the measures of demographics, delayed reward discounting, and intellectual functioning (described in Assessment below), and information and training for the subsequent sessions. During the second session, participants were permitted to smoke their preferred cigarettes ad libitum for 5 h through a smoking topography device (CReSS Lab; Borgwaldt KC, Richmond, VA, USA) that recorded the number of cigarettes smoked, puffs per cigarette, inter-puff interval, average puff volume, average puff duration, and other smoking topography measures. Of note, the cigarettes smoked by participants were provided by the study at no cost. Participants were then assessed for cigarette demand, putatively under satiated conditions. Participants were not given any instructions about smoking before the sessions and were permitted to smoke until entering the research building, but were not assessed for time since last cigarette. All procedures were approved by the institutional review board involved.
Assessment
Information was collected on demographic variables, income, and smoking histories. Psychiatric symptoms (SS only) were evaluated using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al. 1987) . The Shipley Institute of Living Scale (Shipley 1940 ) was administered to provide an estimate of Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale intelligence quotient (IQ). Cigarette demand was assessed using a state cigarette purchase task (Hitsman et al. 2008) , which assessed estimated cigarette consumption at 19 prices from $0 to $1,120. This measure is based on a progressive ratio operant schedule (Hodos 1961; Johnson and Bickel 2003) , hence the approximately doubling response requirement. The specific intervals were based on those used in a CPT by Jacobs and Bickel (1999) . The CPT used the following instructional set: "Imagine that you could smoke your favorite cigarettes RIGHT NOW. The following questions ask how many cigarettes you would smoke if they cost various amounts of money. Assume that you would smoke every cigarette you request; that is, you cannot stockpile cigarettes for a later date or bring cigarettes home with you." Delayed reward discounting was assessed using the previously validated Monetary Choice Questionnaire (MCQ; Kirby et al. 1999) , which is a trait-level measure. Only the large ($75-$85) and small ($25-$35) magnitude MCQ items were used to minimize burden but retain discounting at multiple magnitudes.
Data analysis
Group comparisons on demographic and smoking history measures were conducted using independent-samples t tests for continuous variables and chi-square tests for categorical variables. All demand curves were individually examined and all raw data and computed values were examined for outliers and distribution normality. Indices of demand were generated using an "observed values" approach Murphy and MacKillop 2006) , which generates the indices from raw values. Intensity of demand is defined as consumption at zero price, O max is defined as the maximum amount of money allocated to cigarettes, breakpoint is defined as the first price at which a subject reports zero consumption, and P max is defined as the price at O max . In addition, quantitative demand curve modeling was conducted using the recently developed exponential approach . Specifically, nonlinear regression was used to fit and generate parameters for the following equation:
where Q = consumption at a given price, Q 0 = maximum consumption (consumption at zero or minimal price), k = a constant across individuals that denotes the range of consumption values in log powers of ten (k was constrained as being between 0 and 4; Hursh, personal communication), C = the cost of the commodity (price), and α = the derived demand parameter reflecting the rate of decline of consumption in standardized price . The derived parameter α is referred to as the "essential value" of the commodity . It should be noted that the demand indices are considered distinct but related facets of motivation (Bickel et al. 2000) and are, in some cases, interdependent on one another. For example, intensity and breakpoint are entirely independent, but, using an observed values approach, P max , a price, is defined by O max , an amount of expenditure. Thus, although O max and P max are by no means collinear, they are related variables. Delayed reward discounting was calculated as an inferred k value from the MCQ using previously established methods (Kirby et al. 1999) ; note that the k temporal discounting function from the MCQ is distinct from the k described above in exponential demand curve modeling. The MCQ generates three indices of discounting for small, medium, and large rewards, which are highly correlated (MacKillop et al. 2010 ), but only the small and large reward magnitude items were used in this study. In addition, consistency values were generated for each index, measuring how consistent the inferred k value was with the overall array of choices (i.e., the percentage of the participants' choices that did not contradict the discounting function).
Initial analyses compared the two groups for potentially meaningful demographic and smoking differences and examined correlations with the demand indices and k values. The primary data analysis examined the preceding demand curve indices and k values. Exploratory individual price and expenditure comparisons were conducted for clarification of which prices were sensitive to group differences. Comparisons between groups used t tests and analysis of variance/covariance. Finally, based on previous evidence of significant correlations between demand indices and discounting (MacKillop et al. 2010) , zero-order correlations were used to clarify overlap among the variables and were measured as Pearson's r. Significance was defined as α≤0.05 for descriptive analyses, but lowered to α≤0.01 for the primary between-groups comparisons to adjust for multiple comparisons. Exponential demand curve modeling was conducted using GraphPad Prism 5 and all other analyses were conducted using SPSS 16.0.
Results
Preliminary analyses
For two participants, no topographical data were collected and, for one, only the number of cigarettes was collected.
For cigarette demand, six of the 49 participants were not administered the CPT (four SS, two CS; χ 2 =0.67, p=0.41). No missing data were imputed. In addition, three individuals provided invalid data (two SS, one CS; χ 2 =0.41, p=0.52). These comprised two participants who provided erratic responding and one who provided too few responses for demand curve analysis. Individual demand curves were examined and revealed that five participants provided extreme values (two SS, three CS; χ 2 =0.18, p=0.67). This was confirmed by formal outlier analysis using a standard score of 3.29, indicating that the vast majority of outlying values were provided by these individuals. Three isolated high-magnitude data points were also identified and recoded as one value above the next highest non-outlying value (Tabachnick and Fidell 2001) . Thus, the final cell sizes for demand curve analysis were SS n=17, and CS n=18. The exponential demand equation generated a k constant of approximately 4 and provided a generally good fit to the data (median R 2 =0.86, IQR=0.79-0.91, range=0.51-0.99).
For delay discounting, two SS individuals were not administered with the MCQ (χ 2 =2.00, p=0.16), no missing data were imputed and no outliers were detected. Thus, the cell sizes for discounting analyses were SS, n=23, and CS, n=24. Consistency analysis revealed generally high levels of consistency for both small and large rewards, M=94% (range=78-100%).
Skewness was examined using histograms and revealed positive skewness for all demand indices, except intensity, and discounting k values, which is common (Petry 2001) . Logarithmic transformations were implemented and substantially improved the distributions.
Group differences
Participants' demographic, smoking, and psychiatric characteristics are presented in Table 1 . The groups did not differ on gender, racial or ethnic distributions, age, years of education, income, estimated IQ, or FTND; however, the SS group smoked significantly more cigarettes per day than the CS group. Consistent with previous reports (Tidey et al. 2005 (Tidey et al. , 2008 , during the ad libitum period, the SS group smoked more cigarettes, took more puffs per cigarette, and exhibited shorter inter-puff intervals, although no differences were evident for puff volume or duration.
With regard to indices of cigarette demand, comparisons of the demand indices while covarying cigarettes per day revealed a significant difference for intensity of demand, but no other indices (Table 2) . Raw demand and expenditure values are provided in Fig. 1 . In terms of demand at individual prices, significant differences were evident for consumption at five low prices, with corresponding effects present for expenditure (Fig. 1) . Adding cigarettes per day as a covariate, significant differences continued to be evident for consumption and expenditure through the third price (not shown), although cigarettes per day was significant in each case. In each case, SS smokers exhibited significantly greater demand for cigarettes and expenditure.
With regard to delayed reward discounting, a magnitude effect was present (F [1, 45]=7.72, p<0.01), with participants exhibiting greater impulsivity for smaller magnitude reward compared to larger magnitude rewards. For small magnitude rewards, no significant group difference was evident. Likewise, for large magnitude rewards, no significant difference was evident. For the preceding, untransformed means are presented in Table 2 for interpretational clarity. To clarify any possible role of the covariate, the analyses were re-run without covarying cigarettes per day and no group differences were evident (not shown).
Exploratory continuous analyses
To characterize overlap among variables, a correlation matrix including smoking-related variables, behavioral economic variables, and topographical variables that significantly differed between groups is provided in Table 3 . Nicotine dependence (FTND) score was significantly associated with intensity and O max , cigarettes per day was also significantly associated with intensity, and significant, high-magnitude associations were evident among O max , P max , and breakpoint, as well as between the large and small k values. Interestingly, ad libitum smoking was significantly associated with both intensity and O max , and puffs per cigarette was significantly associated with and all demand indices other than intensity. Of note, income and IQ were not significantly correlated with any of the smoking or behavioral economic measures (not shown).
Discussion
To better understand the strong association between smoking and schizophrenia, the current study examined two behavioral economic measures of motivation, cigarette demand and delayed reward discounting, in nicotinedependent individuals with and without schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Consistent with our prediction, significant differences in demand were observed between the two groups. Specifically, the SS group exhibited significantly higher intensity of demand (unconstrained consumption) and exploratory analyses revealed significantly greater consumption and expenditure across the inelastic portion of the demand curve. The two groups differed in terms of smoking rate (number of cigarettes smoked per day), but these differences largely remained present in follow-up analyses after covarying that variable. Notably higher O max and expenditure in general was evident in the SS group, but given the high within-group variability, the difference between the two groups was not significant. No differences were evident in terms of P max , breakpoint, or essential value. A recent factor analysis of indices of demand suggested two underlying factors, amplitude (value for greater amounts of a commodity) and persistence (insensitivity to escalating price) . Applying this in the context of the current study, the pattern of findings suggested greater amplitude, but not greater persistence of demand in the SS group. Taken together, these findings converge with Tidey et al. (1999) insofar as they reveal that smokers with schizophrenia are sensitive to increases in the costs of cigarettes and extend those findings to reveal significantly greater volumetric demand for cigarettes at low prices compared to a control sample. In addition, although the methods are not directly comparable, the current results are generally consistent with findings of Spring et al. (2003) who reported greater reward value for cigarettes in smokers with schizophrenia or major depression compared with non-psychiatric smokers. These findings are also generally consistent with evidence that smokers with schizophrenia allocate large portions of their income to smoking (Steinberg et al. 2004) . With regard to delayed reward discounting, there were no significant differences between the two groups and, directionally, the control group actually exhibited more impulsive discounting than the SS group. Given its conceptual relevance and association with a number of dimensions of nicotine dependence (Baker et al. 2003; Bickel et al. 1999; Yoon et al. 2007 ), excessive discounting is a plausible explanatory variable for the high nicotine dependence associated with schizophrenia, but that hypothesis was not supported in the current study. In the context of the larger field, this suggests that although precipitous discounting may be associated with nicotine dependence in general Baker et al. 2003) , it does not contribute to the greater rates of smoking and greater levels of nicotine dependence among SS individuals. That is, impulsive discounting may be a more general nicotine dependence risk factor and alternative motivational mechanisms are responsible for the unusually high levels of smoking within SS individuals.
There are reasons, however, to be cautious about ruling out a role of delay discounting on the basis of this study alone. In the first place, one possibility is that because both the SS and control samples were nicotine dependent and smoked more than 20 cigarettes per day, there may have been a ceiling effect. Second, although the measure used has been sensitive to group differences in case-control studies comparing drug abusers to controls (Kirby et al. 1999) , it may not be optimal for detecting differences between subsamples of smokers or other drug users. There are a number of alternative discounting assessments that may be more sensitive to group differences, such as adaptive adjusting choice tasks, in vivo tasks, and tasks using cigarettes or health as commodities (e.g., Baker et al. 2003; Bickel et al. 1999; Odum et al. 2002; Reynolds 2006) . A third possibility is that either the CS or the SS subjects may not have been representative of their respective populations. Finally, given that the participants in the current study were generally of below average intellectual functioning and that individuals with schizophrenia are known to have deficits in cognitive functioning (O'Grada and Dinan 2007), the abstraction involved in the measure may have been challenging and a delay discounting task for actual outcomes would avoid that problem. Given these possibilities and the fact this is the first study to test this hypothesis (to our knowledge), although the current findings give no indication of significantly greater discounting in SS individuals, it would be imprudent to consider this definitive at this point. between-groups analysis of variance comparisons. Black symbols reflect significant differences, p≤0.05; gray symbols reflect trend-level effects, p≤0.10; white symbols reflect nonsignificant group differences
A strength of the current study was the inclusion of an ad libitum smoking topography behavioral assessment. In this case, the results converged with previous reports of heavier smoking topography in individuals with schizophrenia (Tidey et al. 2005; , with the SS group smoking more cigarettes, puffing more, and leaving less time between puffs compared to the control group. Moreover, ad libitum cigarette consumption was significantly positively correlated with both intensity of demand and O max . The former association is particularly important because it provides further validation for intensity as measured by a purchase task as an index of consumption under conditions of zero cost, which were the self-administration conditions here. Thus, the two were essentially measures of the same thing -unconstrained consumption-albeit with the laboratory assessment taking place over a shorter period of time under controlled conditions and with a topography device. Interestingly, puffs per cigarette was also significantly associated with all the demand indices, but with the exception of intensity. These relationships all reflected a correspondence between puffing behavior and greater relative value of cigarettes. However, the correlational nature of the findings means it is unclear whether participants who puffed more did so because cigarettes have a greater incentive value, or whether these participants value cigarettes more because they experience stronger reinforcing effects from the sensorimotor activity of puffing.
The implications of these findings are a function of the study's strengths and limitations. Strengths include a wellcharacterized sample of SS and control smokers, and groups that were highly similar to each other. From an experimental psychopathology standpoint, this is critical for stringently determining whether meaningful differences are present between the groups. Future studies will be important for replicating and refining these findings to better understand the nature of these differences in terms of smoking patterns or motives. From a clinical standpoint, these findings suggest that smokers with schizophrenia will need more aggressive treatments to compete with their greater general motivation for nicotine. This might plausibly come in the form of, among a number of possibilities, multiple concurrent forms of nicotine replacement therapy, relatively rich schedules of contingency management, or both. In any case, this study further suggests that applying the general treatment recommendations in a "one-size-fitsall" way will be insufficient for these individuals.
However, limitations of the study include the relatively small sample size, which made only large effect size differences detectable between the two groups and a number of additional measurement issues. With regard to statistical power, as an initial study in this area, the cell sample sizes were relatively small and the observed demand findings suggest that performance was relatively variable. Thus, these initial findings suggest that in a study with a larger sample size, several additional demand indices would be likely to be statistically significant. This in turn would have the potential to provide greater clarity and precision on the nature of the differences between the two groups. Related to this issue, the open response format of the CPT yielded invalid values from a number of participants from both groups and in general participants were relatively heterogeneous in their performance on the task. This problem has not been evident in previous studies using a CPT in individuals with comorbid nicotine dependence and opiate dependence (Jacobs and Bickel 1999) and young adult smokers ). However, as noted above, the current study's participants were relatively low in terms of intellectual functioning and the level of abstraction required may have been a limitation.
It is possible that a paradigm using actual outcomes or more concrete response options would eliminate these issues and reduce the probability of extreme or erratic data. A more general issue pertains to the price intervals used, which may have been suboptimal. The price intervals used were based on an initial study of the purchase task methodology (Jacobs and Bickel 1999) and used doubling response requirements, akin to a progressive ratio schedule. However, some of the prices were limited by market implausibility and the relatively large increases between intervals. A CPT using smaller price intervals and fewer prices of very high cost might prove more sensitive to differences between groups. These factors suggest caution in interpreting these results and the need for further investigation in this area to clarify these relationships further.
Other factors to consider for future studies are the roles of physiological and affective states. The current study examined variables under conditions of satiation, which is a reasonable starting point, but it is possible that individuals with schizophrenia may be differentially sensitive to withdrawal from nicotine. First, acute withdrawal has been shown to affect discounting (Field et al. 2006; Mitchell 2004 ) and smokers with schizophrenia have been found to exhibit a larger rebound in smoking following a period of acute abstinence (Tidey et al. 2008) , in spite of no differences in subjective withdrawal and craving. Moreover, differential effects of protracted abstinence on smokers with schizophrenia have not been studied to date. Equally, it is possible that individuals with schizophrenia are more sensitive to or less able to cope with stressful situations, which is one of most common relapse precipitants (Kassel et al. 2003) . In both the cases of withdrawal and stress, these possibilities are necessarily speculative but nonetheless represent plausible domains that may explain the differences between smokers with schizophrenia and general smokers.
Taken together, these findings are potentially important as initial evidence that demand curve analysis may be a useful experimental paradigm for unraveling the differences in smoking prevalence between smokers with and without schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. In addition, although no differences in delay discounting were detected, these findings represent only an initial test of this hypothesis and point to future strategies in this domain. Subsequent studies employing some of the preceding suggestions will be important for affirming the observed differences and clarifying the motivational factors that lead to overvaluation of cigarettes in individuals with schizophrenia.
